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Highlights: 
 Outside markets as of 2:00pm: S&P was 3.40 firmer, Nasdaq was 11.73 better, DJIA was up 

27 points, crude was up $1.10 and gold was $1.00 lower.  

 
Corn Recap: 
 Corn traded two-sided as expected as the USDA report left the bulls still bullish and the 

bears still bearish. CH probed $6.50+ but couldn’t hold the gains to close modestly lower, 
but still within the recent trading range. 

 USDA lowered US carryout 45mb by increasing imports 5mb and raising exports 50mb. 
They also lowered World ending stocks, mostly a result of the expected reduction in 
Argentina’s production.  

 Recent rains in Argentina and Brazil have alleviated most drought conditions, and Conab 
raised Brazil corn production to near the USDA guess, citing prospects for a larger winter 
crop. With the report now behind this market, US corn acres may begin to take center stage. 

Soybean Recap: 
 In mostly subdued trade, soybeans were firm most of the session before closing slightly 

lower. The USDA left the US balance sheet unchanged, but because of South American 
reductions, World carryout was reduced 3.2mmt. 

 Recent rains in Argentina and Brazil have improved growing conditions and likely have 
halted further crop deterioration. 

 Chinese imports were lowered 1mmt but still 3mmt more than a year ago. 

Wheat Recap:        

 USDA pegged World carryover at 213.10mmt, and if realized would be the largest carryout 
wheat inventory on record. 

 USDA lowered US carryout 25mb by raising exports 25mb. DNS carryout was raised, SRW, 
SWW and HRW carryout were lowered. 

 New crop MGEx was the least lower as spring wheat fights for acres. 
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Closes MAR MAY JUL AUG SEP NOV DEC JAN 

Corn   6.37    6.41 ½ 6.45 ¾ --- 5.93 --- 5.68 --- 

Soybeans 12.27 ½ 12.36 12.45 ¾ 12.44 12.39 ½ 12.38 ½ --- 12.44 ½  

Soymeal 321.00 323.60 326.50 326.60 325.90 --- 324.50 325.70 

Soybean Oil 52.54 52.93 53.32 53.37 53.47 --- 53.75 53.87 

Wheat  6.46 6.55 ¼ 6.68 --- 6.85 ¾ --- 7.05 ¼ --- 

KC wheat 6.92 6.99 ½ 7.07 ¼ --- 7.20 --- 7.38 --- 

MPLS wheat 8.31 ¾ 8.20 ¼ 8.05 ¾ ---- 7.80 ½ --- 7.85 ½ --- 

 
Front Month 

Spread 
Change % Full Carry Basis 

Corn          -4.25 +1.50 28% CIF:  76/80     up 4 

Soybeans  -8.50 unch 63% CIF:  70/74     unch    

SRW          -10.25 -2.50 38% CIF:  72/78     up 2/unch 

HRW         -7.25 -0.25 45% CIF: 112/      unch 

MWheat     11.50 -2.0 Inverse 13.0 pro:       nq        
   14.0 pro:       nq   

***negative numbers represent carries***   15.0 pro:   150/170  dn 10 
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